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1.1   About EDP GroupIntroduction

ONE LEADERSHIP

One Company

One Vision One Brand

One Strategy

Markets29 Employees>13K
Capacity 
Installed

28 
GW

Energias de Portugal (Euronext: EDP) is a global energy company and a leader in value creation, innovation and 
sustainability. EDP has been listed on the Dow Jones Index for 14 consecutive years, recently being named the most 
sustainable electricity company on the Index.

EDP is the main shareholder of EDP Renewables, with 75% stake operating across energy generation, networks and 
supply, including a total installed capacity of 28 GW, networks of 376 thousand km and over 9 million clients.
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Introduction

Renewables
Clean energy 

growth engine

High portfolio 
resilience and 
diversification

Ability to 
capture 
different 
investment 
cycles

Leverage on 
operational 
synergies

Networks
Energy transition enabler

Client solutions 
& energy 
management
Decentralized growth

Wind

Clients

Solar

New solutions

Distribution

Hydro

Trading

Transmission

1.1   About EDP Group
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Introduction

We have started the Renewables journey over 2 decades ago and are committed to lead the Energy Transition, 
becoming all green by 2030

(1) Scope 1&2 own activities

Accelerated and 
sustainable growth
•  Step-up green growth
•  Distinctive and resilient portfolio
•  Solid balance sheet

by 2025 by 2030

Future-proof 
organization
•  Global, agile, and efficient
•  Talented and empowered people
•  Innovative and digitally driven

ESG excellence and 
attractive returns 
•  ESG reference
•  Green leadership positioning
•  Strong return visibility

Capex for energy 
transaction

€24 bn
Additions of 

renewable energy

>50 GW

Renewable capacity 
added

4 GW/year
Renewable energy 

generation

100%

Solar and wind 
capacity 

Double
EBITDA of energy 

transaction

100%

Coal free Carbon 
neutral(1)

1.1   About EDP Group
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1.1   About EDP RenewablesIntroduction

EDP Renewables (EDPR) is a global leader in the 
renewable energy sector and fourth largest wind 
energy producer worldwide. 

EDPR is 100% renewable, with technologies such 
as Onshore and Offshore Wind, Utility Scale Solar, 
Distributed Generation Solar, Floating Solar, Energy 
Storage and Hydrogen.

With its robust development portfolio, first-
class assets and a market-leading operational 
capacity, EDPR has shown extraordinary growth 
over the past few years, and is currently present in 
28 international markets.

EDPR is committed to driving social progress with a 
particular focus on sustainability and integration, their 
employee-centered policies earning them a listing in 
the Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index and seeing them 
named a Top Employer 2022 in Europe (Spain, Italy, 
France, Romania, Portugal and Poland) and Brazil, as 
well as a Top Workplace 2022 in the United States.

Energias de Portugal (Euronext: EDP) is EDPR’s 
main shareholder with 75% stake operating across 
energy generation, networks and supply, including 
a total installed capacity of 28 GW, networks of 376 
thousand km and over 9 million clients.

North 
America

Installed Capacity

Current EDPR 
presence

Ocean Wind 
Projects

Ocean
Winds

Europe

Asia Pacific

South
America

Portfolio of 

14.3 
GW

More than

employees 
worldwide

2.8K

World’s

wind energy 
producer 

Fourth
Largest

7.0 
GW

1.1
GW

0.7 
GW

5.5
GW

1.5(1)

GW

 (1) Ocean Winds Gross Installed Capacity. Ocean Winds is a 50-50 joint venture by EDPR and ENGIE for offshore wind energy.  
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1.1   About EDPR SunseapIntroduction

EDPR Sunseap is headquartered in Singapore and present across 9 markets currently with 700 MW 
of installed and under construction solar capacity and a pipeline of more than 6 GW. EDPR Sunseap 
is part of EDP Renewables (Euronext: EDPR), a global leader in the renewable energy sector.

Employees across 
the region

600+

>6 GW

2,100 Buildings

Operates in APAC

Singapore 
Pioneer Solar 
Developer

of solar energy projects 
across APAC in the pipeline

across APAC, including Public 
Housing and Commercial

Vietnam

Thailand

Indonesia

Malaysia

S i n g a p o r e 
( H e a d  O f f i c e )

Japan

South Korea

China

Taiwan
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1.2   EDP Renewables’ Way To A Better 
         Tomorrow - ESG Strategy

Introduction

Promoting clean energy while operating in a sustainable way across the three ESG dimensions is one of the key messages of our Business 
Plan, which is based in Growth, Value and Excellence.

WE WANT TO

WE DO IT BY

AND ARE 
DRIVEN BY

Core 
Businesses

Direct
Impact

Decarbonize for a climate-positive world

A strong ESG Culture towards long-term value creation

Empowering 
Communities 
for an active 
role in the 
transition

Protecting 
our Planet by 
contributing to 
its regeneration

Joining our 
partners for 
an impactful 
transformation

Accelerate renewables and electrify consumption for a low-carbon economy

Embed sustainability values and practices in everything we do

Engage socially for a just 
and affordable journey

Generate a nature 
positive impact with our 
activities 

Develop sustainable 
partnerships to leverage 
the energy transition
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Renewable 
Energy Solutions 
and Capabilities

2.0
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2.1   Utility Scale Renewable Generation ProjectsRenewable 
Solutions

A utility-scale farm is a large-scale farm capable of generating large amounts of renewable energy, akin to a full-scale electricity utility (eg. Coal-fired power plants). The 
renewable energy generated is commonly supplied to an off-taker, usually the local electricity grid operator.

EDPR Sunseap provides solutions across various types of solar capabilities: 

•   Ground-mounted grid connected solar energy systems            
•   Large scale rooftop grid connected solar energy systems 
•   Floating solar energy systems (Inshore and Offshore) 

One of Vietnam’s largest ground-mounted solar farms with a capacity of 168 MWp

Ground-mounted Grid Connected Solar Energy System1

Solar panels on the roofs of more than 1,500 public housing in Singapore, with a 
total contracted capacity of 230 MWp as of 2021

Rooftop Solar Energy System2

Mr Pham Van Hau 

Vice Chairman of Ninh Thuan People’s Committee

“ “This project is a breakthrough for the socio-economic development of Ninh Son 
District, making Ninh Thuan the renewable energy centre of Vietnam. 

Floating Solar Energy System3

World’s largest offshore floating solar energy system with a capacity of 5 MWp on 
open sea in the Straits of Johor 
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2.1.1   Engineering ExpertiseRenewable 
Solutions

Land Sourcing 

and Acquisition

Design

Permitting

Procurement

Contract 
Tendering

Construction

Operations and 
Maintenance

Stakeholder

Management

Local

Partnership

EDPR Sunseap has an established Assets and Operations track record and in-house Engineering, Procurement and Construction expertise. 
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2.1.1   Engineering ExpertiseRenewable 
Solutions

EDPR Sunseap undertakes EPC (Engineering, 
Procurement, Construction) and O&M (Operation 
and Maintenance) services.

EDPR Sunseap provide technical reviews and 
technical due diligence to all of EDPR Sunseap’s 
solar projects in the region and the team has 
commissioned more than 200 MWp for Singapore. 

EPC in solar industry is more sophisticated as 
solar installation and it incorporates:

EDPR Sunseap is able to achieve lower cost per watt 
for installed projects due to cost savings emerging 
from economies of scale, especially during bulk 
purchases from major suppliers and inverters and 
professional service contracts negotiated with 
a volume discount. On top of that, our engineers 
constantly keep updated with the market to find the 
most suitable technology for the projects. 

Construction involves the mounting of solar panels 
and installation of the equipment. Through the 
years of experience across multiple projects, EDPR 
Sunseap have adopted a process to increase 
execution capabilities while ensuring the safety of 
our teammates. 

We bring our client through a process of 
requirement analysis, site survey, weather 
monitoring, structural design, power generation 
capacity determination, generation forecast, 
selection of equipment, engineering design, and 3D 
rendering of the proposed system.

Meticulous Engineering Design of 
Solar PV System
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2.1.2   Assets and OperationsRenewable 
Solutions

EDPR SunseapEDPR Sunseap  provides lifecycle operations and maintenance services with our proven 
knowledge and experience of Photovoltaic Generation Facilities in the Asia Pacific, with the 
sole aim of securing and maximizing your investment returns. 
 
In Singapore, we currently undertake operations and maintenance services of more than  
220 MWp of PV systems from more than 1,800 locations across the country. The range of 
operations and maintenance services we provide include:

•     Remote monitoring and  analysis

•     Corrective maintenance

Monitoring Centre

Dashboard

Dashboard

Operations and  
Maintenance Squads 

Asset 
Owner

Building 
Owner

Building 
LEW

Pre-installed 
data acquisition 
systems transfer 
real-time inverter 
and meter data to 
monitoring portals.

•  Real-time performance          
   tracking 
•  Ticket dispatching and  
    personnel management 
•  Preventive maintenance  
    task planning

•  Effective  
   communication to  
   get work permission 
•  Quick response on      
   dynamic requests  

•  Receive work orders and    
   record work logs via mobile tool 
•  Use mobile tool to interact with   
   monitoring center during event  
   handling period

  

Dynamic Management of Our Operations and Maintenance Process

•     Preventive maintenance

•     Repair and replacement

•     PV panel cleaning

•     Site vegetation  
       clearance

•     Performance check

•     Customized reporting
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2.2   Solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)Renewable 
Solutions

A Solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) allows commercial building owners to utilize solar energy without having to invest in any upfront costs. Under the Solar PPA, A Solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) allows commercial building owners to utilize solar energy without having to invest in any upfront costs. Under the Solar PPA, 
EDPR Sunseap fully finances, installs and maintains the solar energy systems for the client, charging only for the solar energy consumed by the building at a competitive EDPR Sunseap fully finances, installs and maintains the solar energy systems for the client, charging only for the solar energy consumed by the building at a competitive 
electricity tariff rate, over a period of 20 - 25 years. Ownership of the solar panels fall under EDPR Sunseap. electricity tariff rate, over a period of 20 - 25 years. Ownership of the solar panels fall under EDPR Sunseap. 

A Source of Renewable Energy 
Generate and consume solar energy right from your 
rooftops through our Solar PPA.

Zero Capital Investment 
EDPR Sunseap will design and install the solar energy system 
according to your requirement, with zero upfront costs. You will 
only pay for what you use.

Potentially Reduce Your Electricity Bills 
Enjoy competitive electricity tariff rates for a period of 20 – 25 years.

Monitoring, Maintenance, Replacement 
EDPR Sunseap will take care of the monitoring, maintenance and 
replacement costs. EDPR Sunseap will ensure your solar energy 
system is operating at optimal levels during the contract period.  

Join the Fight Against Climate Change 
Contribute to a low-carbon economy.

Price Structures  
Fixed rate structure not affected by inflation over the solar PPA 
term. Discount off regulated tariff plans offer a discount off the 
prevailing regulated tariff price.

How Our Solar PPA Benefit Your Business How Does Our Solar PPA Work? 

The project with EDPR Sunseap allowed us to reduce our carbon footprint and 
achieve considerable cost savings via EDPR Sunseap’s zero-cost investment 
model. Over the next few years, we hope to implement solar installations at all of 
our offices and workshops in Singapore. 

Dorothy Tan  

Country HSE Manager of ABB Singapore

“ “
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2.2   Solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)Renewable 
Solutions

        SMRT 

SMRT’s first application of solar technology, with a system size of 1 MWp

        Downtown East

NTUC Club’s first solar project for lifestyle and entertainment building, with a 
system size of 1.48 MWp

1

2

        Jurong Port

World’s largest port-based solar power system with a system size of 9.5 MWp

3
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2.3   Virtual Power Purchase Agreement (VPPA)Renewable 
Solutions

A Virtual Power Purchase Agreement (VPPA) is a contract structure in which 
customers can purchase a project’s renewable energy via Renewable Energy 
Certificates for a pre-agreed fixed price. The energy can be produced from a 
project that is located away from the premises of the customer but co-located on 
the same grid.

Customers are now able to utilise clean energy generated from our portfolio of 
solar energy systems right in their office spaces, without having to install solar 
panels on their rooftop spaces.

Why EDPR Sunseap?

Our Clients

How Solar Energy is Supplied and Delivered to customers

Solar energy is generated via our solar photovoltaic 
systems on buildings.

Strong Expertise Globally in Offsite PPAs 
One of the largest clean energy providers in Singapore.

Clean energy is supplied to the national grid and 
verified by an independent third party.

Track Record
Delivering large scale projects with exceptional quality.

Renewable Energy Certificates are delivered to the 
customer to offset the brown energy the customer 
consumes via the national grid.
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2.4   Energy Storage SystemsRenewable 
Solutions

An Energy Storage System (ESS) allows the capturing of produced energy 
for usage later at a preferred time. Essentially, it consists of a large array of 
batteries connected to the grid via a Power Conversion System.

EDPR Sunseap’s pandemic-proof Energy Storage System is built bespoke, 
seamlessly protecting each client’s individual interests, requirements and 
needs in energy management. The solution is developed meeting the highest 
fire standards, supported by 24/7 monitoring facilities and controlled using 
our Battery Management System.

From initial design to build and commissioning, EDPR Sunseap offers 
the full spectrum of operations including battery charging, discharging, 
cell balancing, health and state monitoring, fault detection and disaster 
prevention. It is recommended for high tension commercial and industrial 
companies who want to embrace the future of energy.

More recently, EDPR Sunseap is also constructing its first ESS project in Taiwan, 
helping to boost the quality and reliability of Taiwan’s national electricity grid. 
Located in Taoyuan Taiwan, it will have a capacity of 4 MW and comprise 
of several batteries that can store 1.5 times the designed capacity, providing 
backup in the event of problems affecting other sections of the grid.  

A shot of part of EDPR Sunseap’s 4 MW ESS system in Taiwan

A shot of the batteries used in 
EDPR Sunseap’s ESS Systems

Why ESS?

Overcome power 
intermittency from 
renewables and power your 
facilities 24/7

The green alternative to 
diesel generator set as 
an uninterruptible power 
system.

Save cost by storing low 
cost energy for use during 
peak periods at higher 
electricity rates.

EDPR Sunseap’s 2.4 MW ESS System in Marsiling, Singapore
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2.5   Cross Border InterconnectRenewable 
Solutions

From having no natural resources to now tapping into solar energy - Singapore’s energy story has come a long way over the last 50 years. As part of Singapore’s movement 
towards greater sustainability, the country’s energy future is guided by 4 Switches: Solar, Natural Gas, Regional Power Grids and Low-Carbon Alternatives. 

To achieve the scale of a regional power grid, reliable cross border interconnection projects are crucial.

Cross border interconnection projects provide energy flexibility security and promote efficiency - they are the key to combining energy mixes, land availability 
and quality off-takers across the APAC region. 

Export Co REC Certifier Import Co
(Singapore)

EDPR Sunseap
(Singapore)

REC Certifier
(Singapore)

Exclusive Supply

Scope

•  Generate green energy 
    supply
•  Secure contracted green 
    energy from other     
    renewable sources
•  Exports wholesale green 
    energy 
•  Ensure 24 hours of green 
    energy supply 
•  Renewable energy plant 
    management
•  Comply to local authorities’     
    approved export capacity

Contract

Contract

Scope

•  Verify Renewable     
    Energy Certificates
    from own/other 
    renewable energy 
    facilities

 Scope

• Verify Renewable Energy 
    Certificates from Export Co

Scope

• Comply to local     
    authorities’     
    approved import 
    capacity
• Enter into corporate 
    PPA 

Joint Venture
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2.6   EV Charging by CHARGE+Renewable 
Solutions

CHARGE+ is a leading integrated EV charging solutions provider for Singapore and Southeast Asia, and is differentiated through its ultra-slim charger, 
mobile app and smart charging system. It is the green mobility business of EDPR Sunseap.

CHARGE+ aims to catalyze the proliferation of electric mobility across the region with the target of implementing 10,000 charging points across Singapore by 2030.

         Ultra-Slim Charger
 

CHARGE+ has a proprietary ultra-slim Alternating 
Current (AC) charger with dual charging points at 
7.4kW power rating each.
 
Designed to be compact, this charger is the world’s 
slimmest commercial EV charger which is specifically 
designed for plug and play in all existing carparks.
 
Developed by Singapore for Singapore, and other 
dense cities in the region.

         Smart Charging Software 

Mobile App
EV drivers can enjoy a seamless mobile app experience 
that allows for ease of locating available chargers, start 
a charging session, and payment.
 

Cloud-based Management System
Secure cloud-based Management System to remotely 
control and monitor all the EV chargers nationwide.
 

Smart Charging
As many carparks have limited localised power 
supply, CHARGE+ will apply its smart charging 
solution to allow for more chargers to be 
installed, thereby serving more EV drivers.

1

2            Innovative Business Models

Charging as a service 
One core business model is Charging-as-a-Service in which CHARGE+ 
will invest in and operate charging stations in the premises of our partners, 
thereby helping our partners to reduce capital outlay.

Platform as a service 
Using Singapore as the launch market, our integrated solutions can 
serve similarly dense cities in Southeast Asia and beyond. CHARGE+ 
will structure our solutions on a platform-as-a-service model so as to 
accelerate our outreach to partners in the region.

3
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Innovation and Sustainability3.0
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3.1   Energy Intelligence Innovation and 
Sustainability

EDPR Sunseap has developed a proprietary algorithm that can disaggregate 
the energy data of Singapore’s high-rise public housing from a single point of 
monitoring with Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) into various 
common services such as lifts, lightings, booster pumps, transfer pumps, and 
others without the need to shut down the existing system.

Based on the collected data, the solution analyses, advises, and alerts on 
top of the core monitoring functions which can value add in Measurement 
and Verification (M&V) for performance-based contracts.

EDPR Sunseap’s Energy Intelligence Solution Overview Benefits of EDPR Sunseap’s Energy Intelligence

Additionally, through data analytics, the solution can empower the 
user to create data-driven sustainability campaigns; increase energy 
efficiency, and optimize service and maintenance schedules which will 
result in improved resource allocation and equipment efficacy.

Cloud Services
(storage and visualisation)

Electrical Distribution 
Panel and Loggers

Router
End user visualisation  

and alerts

Lifts LightingsWater Pumps
(i.e. Booster pumps, 

transfer pumps)

Data Analysis and 
Machine Learning

On-site Installation

EDPR Sunseap 
Backend

Massive Cost Reduction in Hardware Cost
Traditional methods easily require 8 - 10 loggers per 
building. EDPR Sunseap’s EI enable a single point of 
monitoring that reduces the logger requirement to 1 - 
2 per block.

Zero Disruption to Daily Operation 
Through a non-intrusive load monitoring, EDPR 
Sunseap’s EI helps bring disruption to zero and 
reduce downtime. This will also reduce the number of 
maintenance complaints.

Real-Time Disaggregation of Data
As data is collected through a wireless channel, there is 
no need for any physical data collection. Thus, reducing 
the manpower requirement. The electrical data collected 
is also instantly disaggregated to various sub loads for 
monitoring and alerts. 
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3.2   Enhancements to Pulau Ubin MicrogridInnovation and 
Sustainability

The Energy Market Authority (EMA) has awarded EDPR Sunseap, as Pulau 
Ubin Microgrid’s operator, to test-bed two innovative solutions on the island 
by 2023 – a Solar Green Roof and a Vanadium Redox Flow Battery (VRB) 
Energy Storage System (ESS). These solutions help to tackle the limitations 
of solar as an intermittent energy source.
 
The Solar Green Roof features the co-location of a 325 kWp solar  
photovoltaic system and greenery will be deployed near the Main Village. 
This test-bed will examine the use of greenery to regulate ambient 
temperatures of rooftop solar deployments.

1 MWh 
Vanadium 
Redox Flow 
Battery

325kWp 
New Solar PV 
System

Backup Diesel 
Generators

Residential and Commercial
Electricity off-takers

The VRB ESS will be deployed to enhance the reliability of the electricity 
supplied from the Solar Green Roof, overcoming the intermittency of solar 
generation. It will actively manage any mismatches in supply and demand of 
energy by storing excess energy generated during the day and discharging 
the stored energy at night and during cloudy or rainy weather.
 
Supported by EMA, the microgrid can potentially meet 90% of the daily 
electricity demand in the Main Village using solar power. With these in place, 
more residents and businesses on Pulau Ubin will benefit from a cleaner and 
more reliable electricity supply.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4
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3.3   Offshore Floating Solar FarmInnovation and 
Sustainability

In March 2021, EDPR Sunseap completed the 
installation of one of the world’s largest floating solar 
farms on seawater in the Straits of Johor. 

It was a massive engineering feat as this structure 
is constructed offshore and is subjected to wave 
motions, currents and potentially higher wind force.
 
Hence, a robust constant tension mooring system 
keeps the structure and the operational equipment 
onboard steady. The system design also takes into 
consideration corrosion brought about by exposure 
to seawater. 

It is hoped that the successful installation of the 5 
MWp offshore floating photovoltaic (OFPV) system 
will lead to more OFPV projects in the region as land-
scarce countries tap into offshore solar as part of their 
renewables strategy. 

Project Specification
Solar Capacity: 5 MWp
Estimated Size: 5 Hectares
Technology Used: 13,312 panels, 40 inverters and more than 30,000 floats 
Estimated Generation: 6,000 MWh or equivalent to powering 1,100 four-room public housing flats 
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We choose earth
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